[System RH: screening of partials D with RHD/RHCE hybrid gene].
The determination of the RhD phenotype is important in transfusion medicine. However, the complexity of the expression of the D antigen is the cause of the discrepancies observed between two serological determinations and the omission by serology of some variants that can be cause alloimmunization. Therefore, it is important to known in a population the RHD alleles responsible for partial D and weak D phenotype. The aim of the study was the screening of partial D with RHD/RHCE gene hybrid by PCR-multiplex. Our study involved 308 blood donors from Tunisian Sahel (269 D positive and 39 D negative). We used the multiplex PCR assay to amplify specific exons of the RHD gene 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10. Further molecular investigations were carried to characterize the RHD variants that were detected by the multiplex. In the 269 D positive samples, one case showed the absence of amplification of exons 4 and 5 of RHD gene. This variant was identified by PCR-SSP on weak D type 4. None of the RHD exons were amplified from DNA of 39 D negative samples in favor of a total deletion of the RHD gene. We have no found any partial D variant with RHD/RHCE gene hybrid. Results in D negative samples showed that RHD gene deletion is the most frequent mechanism of D negative phenotype in the Tunisian population.